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chipgenius has a standard toolbar in the upper-right hand corner of the screen. it offers basic features as well as a variety of tools. as far as the latter are concerned, youll find a unique function called the cross-reference. this lets you store a collection of data and
quickly scan the list to find the needed info. an interesting feature is the ability to simply right-click on the system of the usb device and select the option to create a report for that device. you can even save the list of devices that are compatible with your system and
easily share them with other users. chipgenius may also be configured to send up a text message when the device is inserted into your computer. and, as usual, it may also be configured to act as a network sniffer and capture any network data. all these features are

easily toggles via the settings section in the application main window. if youre looking for a solution that you can use on windows 8 and 10, chipgenius is the answer. and, the best thing about chipgenius is the fact that theres no cost. youll only need to buy a usb
device and then install the software. in addition, youre free to export the information that chipgenius generates and use it in your preferred software. the software runs on windows xp to windows 10 as well as on windows 2000 to windows 7. however, windows 8 and
windows 10 users are not supported. also, the latest version of the application is available for download. to sum up, if you want to transfer usb data to and from your computer and you want to have the best option available, chipgenius is the answer. it has the ability

to detect and capture usb data and customize the data. thats definitely something that other software packages cant offer.
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ChipGenius works with USB keys on both Win- and Mac- operating systems. It can be integrated with Windows Explorer to find the USB key. It also shows the contents of your
USB keys in the Windows Explorer. You can then copy the files to your hard drive. The free version of this software allows you to view the header of the image. In addition to the

header, you also have the last twelve history images. If you purchase the pro version, you get ten more history images. ChipGenius reports the VID and PID encoded on the
flash memory chips. The VID and PID is not always correct. People who reprogramme the controller chips frequently encode incorrect VID and PID. They are lazy. Also it is

massive reprogamming. Often they do not reset the ids for VID and PID for the new batch of fakes. This can fool ChipGenius in to reporting incorrect information. It can also fool
people into searching for the WRONG low level reformatting software. Regardless of what readers may say or how they promote ChipGenius, we remain firm in our belief it

should NOT be used. Perhaps our views will be unpopular. We are not the ones who will take risks in using it. Between our sites we have over 55 years of IT experience
combined. Ultimately readers will make the choice. For memory cards, they will soon learn just how usleess ChipGenius really is. The latest version of the Kingston Flash Pen

Drive | Healthy Info utility released on 4th October 2017 is capable of reading, writing and formatting a pen drive or USB flash drive. We can expect more enhancements, in the
future, with this powerful free tool. 5ec8ef588b
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